. XRD pattern of the synthesized up-conversion nanocrystals (black curve) matches with that of the standard hexagonal NaYF 4 crystals (the red lines, JCPDs: 28-1192), confirming the lattice structure of the nanocrystals. The extra peaks belong to a small amount of YF 3 mixed in the matrix. The temperature increase is linearly related to the exposure time initially (grey dash line) and eventually saturates as the length approaches 5 min. The nanoparticle temperatures collected after the field is off (black squares) are smaller than those of the points that are collected while the field is on (red dots), and the distinct difference grows as the exposure time lengthens, as a result of the faster heat dissipation rate. Figure S7 . Experiment results confirm that the UCNC emission intensity ratios are not influenced by the OMF when no heating effect is placed, since the oscillating frequency (~375 kHz) is several orders slower than the electron transitions. UCNC are nanocrystals without any silica coating. UCNC/ MNC20@MS have 20 nm magnetic nanocrystals embedded in MSNs and the MSNs are mixed with UCNC in the solution. UCNC:MNC20@MS are the dual-core MSNs that have both the UCNC and MNC embedded for nano temperature detection. OMF off: 10 spectra were collected every two minute for every sample. The laser was turned on for 1 s every time. The averages of emission intensity ratios were calculated together with the errors. OMF on: similar to the field off group, and the OMF was turned on briefly during the spectrum collection. We observed much smaller temperature increases for both the nano and bulk environment, compared to when the system was in ambient air. The nanoparticles temperature still grew more than the bulk solutions, confirming the local heating effect. b, Control group with no OMF applied. For both the nanoparticles and the solution, the temperature remained stable initially and slowly warmed up in the later stage. Thus, the heating effect in a origins from the nanoheaters in the MSNs. Due to the limitation of the experimental setup, the ice bath is rather small to sustain under the heating from the nanoheaters, that the solution temperature was raised too. *Analyses are based on about 150 UCNC&MNC5@MS nanoparticles and 230 UCNC&MNC20@MS nanoparticles. 
, the systematic error is about 1.3 %.
Detection sensitivity calculation
For UCNC:
Similarly, the detection sensitivity for UCNC@MS under room temperature is 43.2×10 -4 /K; UCNC&MNC5@MS: 28.7×10 -4 /K; UCNC&MNC20@MS: 32.1×10 -4 /K.
Specific absorption rate (SAR) calculation
From Figure 4b , during a 5 min OMF exposure, the bulk solution was heated by about 20 K and the nanoparticles were heated by 42 K. The particle concentration was 10 mg/ml. The field oscillating frequency was 375 kHz and the magnetic field strength was about 20 -24 kA/m. 
